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Mondelēz International Releases its First-Ever global 

State of Snacking™ Report  
Explores the Rise of Snacking in India  

 
 Snacks are increasingly being swapped for meals in India 

 Snacking is the source of cultural identity and exploration and builds strong 
bonds and memories  
 
 
 

INDIA – December 05, 2019 – Mondelēz 

International recently announced the launch of its first-

ever State of Snacking™ report, a global consumer 

trends study examining the role snacking plays across 

the world, including India, in meeting consumers’ 

evolving needs: busy modern lifestyles, the growing 

desire for community connection and as a source of 

cultural identity and exploration.  

The State of Snacking report, developed in 

partnership with consumer polling specialist, The Harris 

Poll, complements Mondelēz International’s vision of 

‘Snacking Made Right’. This further strengthens the 

company’s consumer-centric strategy and builds on its 

promise to empower consumers by offering the right 

snack, for the right moment, made the right way. Mondelēz International launched the State of Snacking 

report a year after it announced a new business strategy and purpose.  
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The data for India highlights how snacks are increasingly being swapped for meals and examines the 

evolving role snacking plays in the future of food: from connecting across cultures, defining identity to 

delivering on trends like functional and emotional wellbeing.  

Commenting on the study, Deepak Iyer, President, Mondelez India, said, “As the global leader in 

snacking, we are consumer centric. With this study, we’ve examined the relationship people have with 

snacking, the functional and emotional role it plays in day-to-day life, and how the future of food is 

changing. In India, snacking is more than just what we eat, it is a tradition and an important part of our 

cultural identity. This report provides new levels of insight into many of the fundamental trends in India 

that we knew to be true – the impact of time compression, social and cultural changes and how 

consumers’ relationship with snacking is changing.” 

Siddhartha Mukherjee, Senior Director – Strategy, Insights & Analytics, Mondelez India, said, “This 

survey is another strong pedestal to showcase that our vision to lead the future of snacking is perfectly 

aligned with the growing demand for snacks. Combining our global knowledge estate with this survey 

will only help us further tap the opportunities across categories more effectively, whether it is the strong 

presence of Indians in the morning snacking routine or the preference to eat small meals throughout the 

day. We will continue to drive this effort and sustain our agile mind-set to constantly learn about our 

consumers and shape our offerings accordingly.” 

Key findings from the 2019 State of Snacking report in India, which is available for download at 

www.stateofsnacking.com, include:  

Snacks are increasingly being swapped for meals in India 

The average Indian adult says they now eat more snacks than meals on a given day, with 7 in 10 

saying both that they snack more today than they did a year ago (71%, +22% global average), and 

that they plan to snack more often in the next year (67%, +25% global average) 

Snacking provides Indians with a source of identity and cultural exploration 

Indians are more likely than those in other countries to participate in cultural snacking rituals daily 

(47%, +15%, global average), with 3 in 4 Indian adults saying that food is a major part of their 

identity (75%). 7 in 10 say they connect with their culture through the snacks they eat (68%, +10% 

global average) 

Snacking as a tradition has also built strong bonds and memories. It triggers nostalgia and a sense 

of belonging. 77% Millennials say some of their fondest childhood memories include sharing a 

snack with their parents 

Snacking Traditions build both strong bonds and memories 

http://www.stateofsnacking.com/
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For Indians there is a strong link between snacking and childhood memories, family time and 

togetherness with 75% of Indian adults saying, “some of my fondest childhood memories are 

sharing a snack with my parents.” 

Balanced indulgence is a priority for Indian snackers 

Moments of indulgence continue to have an important place in daily routines. 80% of consumers 

agree there is a time and a place for a healthy snack, and a time and a place for an indulgent one. 

About the research methodology  

This survey was conducted online by The Harris Poll on behalf of Mondelēz International from 

September 16 - 27, 2019, among 6,068 global adults ages 18 and older. The research spanned 12 markets, 

including: The United States (n=504), Canada (n=506), Mexico (n=505), Brazil (n=515), France (n=501), 

Germany (n=503), The United Kingdom (n=501), Russia (n=515), China (n=503), India (n=508), Indonesia 

(n=504), and Australia (n=504). Other key groups analyzed include:   Centennials ages 18-22 (n=602), 

Millennials ages 23-38 (n=2404), Gen Xers ages 39-54 (n=1702), Boomers ages 55-73 (n=1236), and the 

Silent Generation ages 75+ (n=124). Data are weighted where necessary to bring them in line with their 

actual proportions in the population. A global post-weight was applied to ensure equal weight of each 

country in the global total. 

About Mondelēz International 

Mondelēz International, Inc. (NASDAQ: MDLZ) empowers people to snack right in approximately 

150 countries around the world. With 2018 net revenues of approximately $26 billion, MDLZ is leading 

the future of snacking with iconic global and local brands such as Oreo, belVita and LU biscuits; Cadbury 

Dairy Milk, Milka and Toblerone chocolate; Sour Patch Kids candy and Trident gum. Mondelēz 

International is a proud member of the Standard and Poor’s 500, Nasdaq 100 and Dow Jones Sustainability 

Index. Visit www.mondelezinternational.com, follow the company on Twitter at www.twitter.com/MDLZ 

or Dirk Van de Put at https://twitter.com/dirkvandeput. 

About Mondelez India Foods Private Ltd. 

Mondelez India Foods Private Limited (formerly Cadbury India Ltd.) has been present in India for 

over 70 years. The company introduced Cadbury Dairy Milk and Bournvita in India in 1948 and since then 

has been a leader in the chocolate category in the country. Part of Mondelēz International, the company 

operates in the chocolate, beverages, biscuits and candy categories in India with brands like Cadbury Dairy 

Milk, Cadbury Dairy Milk Silk, Cadbury Celebrations, Cadbury Bournville, Cadbury 5 Star, Cadbury Perk, 

Cadbury Fuse, Cadbury Gems, Cadbury Bournvita, Cadbury Spready, Tang, Cadbury Oreo, Bournvita 

Biscuits, Halls and Cadbury Choclairs Gold etc. Headquartered in Mumbai, the company has sales offices 

in New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai and manufacturing facilities at Maharashtra, Madhya 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=8B13Mk7m1Ns2vc4KEAjt2YZPg1zkCUzPM23o3kUr36XrQ36m5B-EisziqmEVovRFXA5F2-RpZBnOWx4XhsZUp4c-I9zcX7sdPuqQxjeXuboVHoPW5jEq9KejtamZkmHZ
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ePY08jWlnogxLkN8n6XIY7b_5ks3dS9b4RCVw7b0XZrC1F8-fYlZ4X4HwIaAEYCPP-WwafyQMMICJ8bET-fQ8byNlAFt0WLFa2w_aaQS4AM=
https://twitter.com/dirkvandeput
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Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh, in addition to a global Research & Development 

Technical Centre and Global Business Hub in Maharashtra and a vast distribution network across the 

country. 
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